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Abstract
The discovery of small molecules with biological activity, is of great interest for the development of therapeutic agents. One problem is how to narrow
the search of possibly active compounds from large ligand databases. In this work we developed a bioinformatic pipeline which involves all steps from
protein structure determination to ligand docking of the selected compounds against the protein target.

The Pipeline

Initial compound determination: A protein (or a set of proteins belonging to a
genome) are used as pipeline input(5). The set of initial compounds are fulfilled
with the ligands within resolved structures of the protein(4), or optionally of the
structures of the protein in the same protein family. Also, the drug-like
compounds reported in bioAssays databases are used in the initial compound
set.

Compound Set Enrichment: The initial set is expanded with novel
binding candidates, based in structural similarity (fingerprints) and
physiochemical properties filters performed against large compound
databases (1,2,3). Very similar compounds are clustered.
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Geometry determination and Virtual Screening: For all the
candidate compounds, calculations are performed to determine all his
valid three dimensional structures(7). Docking (6) grid over protein
structure plus packed candidate ligands are available for download
and perform docking calculations with rDock or AutoDock software.

Performing calculations in the Web Sever
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Having a curated database of non-redundant
compounds of ~300k molecules, we move
for a single protein with 33 active molecules
the similarity Tanimoto factor in the
pipeline, capturing one active molecule at a
time.
For each step, we see how many molecules
of the whole dataset were captured.
In the red case, we run the pipeline starting
from a protein with a crystal having a drug
coupled within. In the green case we keep a
structure but remove from the db all the
coupled to drug ones. In the blue case we
only keep proteins of the same family not
couplet.
We can observe that in the best case we can
recover all the active original compounds
having to screen only the ~10% of the
original database, and the 90% of the
compounds screening only the 4% of the
database. With a less favorable seed the
enrichment is worst but also good for enrich
the screening dataset.
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We have developed a pipeline that
allows the community to find better sets
of compounds to perform virtual
screening computations, giving to the
users the option of download all the
resources needed to perform the docking
over the candidate binding region inhouse.
The presented tool is also useful to find
in big compound databases novel
molecules that have good chances to
bind to the protein of interest of the user.
We performed calculations over the
proteins of the Database of Useful
Decoys (DUD) having for all this targets
similar set enrichment factors.
For all this proteins we also obtained
novel compounds with promising results
based on docking energies that has to be
confirmed as coupling ligands with
posterior biochemical assays.
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